
The belief that the soul of man should survive the death of his body and be punished or rewarded in 

another sphere of existence for the evils and goods done by the body in this has been one of the 

essential parts of the Christian creed. Our ancestors have for so many centuries believed in this finaI 

adjustment of gains and losses, rewards and punishment in the life of man, another idea itself, 

besides being the earliest we were taught, was determined  by the character of so much of our 

thought in other directions, and has even given us a phraseology which continually influences our 

mental attitude while we use it, that we feel that life and thought become immediately disjointed 

when we allow ourselves for a moment to suppose that this citadel of Christian belief may too be 

without foundation. When we think of that dread moment which separates us from the dearest 

friend and which is surely overtaking ourselves, when all we know and feel and see shall pass as an 

unreal mystery. 

We instinctively throw aside the veil which limits our vision to the things of their life and peer 

beyond into realms of new life. All the uncertainties of that moment rouse a maddening desire 

within us for reunion with others and for a confirmation of our own consciousness, and we calm 

ourselves by reflecting that the dead are not lost but gone before. 

And in that strange world of shadows we have erected our temples of justice and truth. On the one 

hand there is the region of the damned on the other of the redeemed – those who are lost and 

those who are saved; those who have lived-those who have lived well. It completes our experience. 

It makes life tolerable. It sustains us amidst the mysterious and the inexplicable. With this future 

before us every secret thought must be guarded, every covert deed considered. 

It seemed the only security against successful dissimilation between man and man; the only comfort 

to the disappointed toiler and to the wronged and oppressed. So fragmentary and inconclusive does 

this life appear, ending so suddenly, before a man’s work is done, before his reward is in his 

possession, that we are compelled to look for a continuation somewhere and somehow. So we 

believe in the resurrection of the dead and life everlasting. 

Before such a belief can be weakened, far less disloyal generations of doubting men must come and 

go. As a faith it is one of the finest man can hold, and, even were it delusion or not, if its weakening 

means the weakening of a sense of responsibility for unexpressed thoughts, for mere negative 

attitudes – the great sins of omission, and of guilt for undiscovered acts of evil, then let us keep the 

delusion and retain its effects. If we do weaken it, we must evidently not lose the spirit. For every 

movement of thought which tends to weaken the sense of responsibility in the individual is 

reactionary. The science of the day is a study of small things and insignificant causes. The great 

whole of nature – her great phenomena – are run and kept in their places by tiny hair springs and 

scarcely visible pinions.  The bursting bud, the falling leaf, the solitary raindrop, the subtlest breath 

of evening have each their place and influence in the plan of nature, and without any one of them 

the whole face of creation would be changed. The great things we see – the rich variegated 

landscape, the towering mountain, the rushing river – are the creations of many small causes and 

they are held in their places by the play of many small forces. Nature is grand, impressive, ever fresh 

and young , inspiring because in her bosom beats myriads of pulses which individually we can 

scarcely detect. The cataclysm brings ugliness and ruin. Nature uses her gentlest touches to bring 

beauty and harmony.  

To man himself, a gleam of sunshine, a glimpse of the beautiful; a whisper a strain of music a word, 

an accent, a pause may reveal new worlds and tap the sources of new life. Need I remind you of the 

intricate organization of our commercial and productive system how much depends on the manual 

labourer, the rawest apprentice, the humblest worker? And surely in the life of humanity – that life 



of so many interests, feelings, ideals, hopes, of so many shortcomings, needs, efforts, this 

cooperation of the meanest in whom there is life and intelligence towards the working out of a 

completer existence for the whole is equally essential. The scepticism which comes of that 

knowledge which knows its own limitations is not an innervating scepticism, and any system of 

ethics , any line of conduct which means indifference is directly opposed to the spirit of the age. 

Science has not made men humanitarians by merely having made it impossible for them to hold 

their old theological beliefs. It directly teaches responsibility and humanitarianism. There is a sense 

in which the scientific agnostic can explain as fervently as ever did Christian devotee: “What must I 

do to be saved?” but is this sense as inspiring as the old? Can the preachers of this new salvation say 

to the seekers after it as Paul said to those seeking after the old “How than shall ye escape if ye 

neglect so great salvation”. 

When the theologians insisted that the mere desire which all men had for eternal life was a proof 

that eternal life was in store for them, they were completely answered that men’s expectations, 

however universal concerning what no man has ever experienced cannot in any way be taken to 

indicate a corresponding reality. But this reply only disposed of the argument as expressed by the 

theologians. It failed to explain the psychological fact which these theologians took hold of.     

The spirit which replies to what must nowadays be an oft repeated question by asking “Am I my 

brother’s keeper?” is consumed not merely by sentiment but by reason and the criticism which 

separates the individual from his fellows, which forbids the tracing out of an individual’s acts after 

his life has been spent which obliterated the presence of the future in the individual’s mind is 

pernicious and must in the end prove unsatisfactory. 

For men are not mentally satisfied with the world as they find it. Each man has his ideal, worthy or 

base, and he works towards it. We all refuse to believe that our physical death is the end of 

ourselves. However this idea has grown upon the human mind it is there now, and so deep down is 

it that we cannot conceive of a man wholly divorced from it; and without any reference to what we 

are doing ourselves to live in accordance with it, we involuntary turn to those who are most 

markedly showing it in their conduct and calling them good. Based upon theological beliefs this 

feeling took the form which I have given you in outline. Its marked feature is the survival of 

ourselves, our own identity, our memory, our consciousness. Death was a river which we crossed – 

the natural was one territory, the supernatural another, man a sojourner in both. Here there was no 

shrinking from responsibilities. We ourselves were to be punished, we ourselves rewarded. 

Lo these are they from sufferings fresh                                                                                                                                     

Who came to realms of light   

With the theological beliefs that we cast aside this clothing of the future for eternal existence must 

be cast aside. Personal existence after death is at least doubtful. But is personal existence after 

death necessary to a scheme of salvation. Personal reward and punishment must also be doubtful. Is 

that also an essential belief if man’s craving for “The end that fulfils the beginning” is to be satisfied? 

As I have said, we have been so accustomed to consider that they are so, that we decide almost 

without thinking. If we pause for a moment we find at the outset that personal reward or 

punishment as an incentive or reason for doing good is antagonistic to the very first principle of the 

pure ethical spirit which we believe, on very good grounds, is gaining every day amongst our people. 

Green’s position to us is unassailable. We believe it, aye, even as firmly as we believe that we must 

have as salvation to work out. The highest moral goodness “is an attribute of character in so far as it 

issues in acts done for the sake of their goodness, not for the sake of any pleasures or any 



satisfaction of desire which these bring to the agent.” If that be so salvation can in no way whatever 

imply the satisfaction of being saved. We declare goodness to be an attribute to character and in 

doing so we compel ourselves to regard salvation as a state of character. If we cannot believe the 

latter we only delude ourselves in fancying we believe the former. The test of belief in the former is 

a belief in the latter. On casuistic grounds we may be unwilling to disabuse the common mind of its 

belief in personal rewards or punishment, its hopes and fears of salvation and damnation in another 

state of existence. We believe that the highest moral good can only issue as an attribute of 

character, and it is our ideal of man that he should always do what is morally good in the highest 

sense. Now what the ordinary man calls ‘morally good’ cannot at all be what we call ‘morally good’ 

because the source of his is not the source of ours. Our ideal therefore cannot be realised until we 

change the ordinary man’s conception of what the source of ‘morally good’ is. Whilst he believes 

that his theological faith reveals to him the source of the ‘morally good’ he cannot be ‘morally good’ 

at all. It would be difficult to find a more apposite example of the indispensable duty of basing all 

true action on a true theoretic foundation and of the mistake so often made of hiding truth because 

it is new and because men not being accustomed to it might degenerate if their old sanctions for 

conduct and systems of belief were shown to be false. 

Nothing can be clearer to us than that salvation in so far as it means the liking to do what is good can 

in no way imply the necessity of the saved surviving his experience in this world and entering 

another where his rewards awaits him. To us, in fact, this belief as an incentive to action is immoral. 

Let us enquire then in the first place what do we mean by salvation, and then in what sense can we 

say that men have eternal life. 

The religion taught us in our young days was a religion based on awe and consequently a religion of 

nature. Historically its apologists have found in the operations of nature its defence, and we 

ourselves heard the voice of our God in the woods, by the sea, in the thunder. In man he was not. In 

humanity there were nothing but weakness and shortcomings. Our deeds were wicked, our efforts 

of no avail. Away removed from us, though ruling us, sat our God unapproachable by even his most 

chosen. The only path of approach to him was contrition. At every thought of him our spirit groaned 

at its unworthiness. But on its ethical side some fierce lights of truth played. We were all of one 

body, “Heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ”. Fallen though we were there was yet a divine spark 

in each one’s breast. We were united in a humanity in which classes and races were but insignificant 

distinctions. And still further, this nature whose beauty we admired and whose grandeur filled us 

with awe was the thought of him whom we called father and so between us and it there was a 

subtle sympathy. In this way we found our sympathetic world and we derived our hope of the 

future. And these are the two main ends of a religion. It must establish a sympathetic relationship 

between man and his surroundings and there present a faith in the future. The salvation of such a 

religion could only be of one kind. The individual was nothing except in relation to the supernatural, 

and so gradually our notions of salvation as being a dwelling with the supernatural were formed. 

This religion first gave way on its scientific side, and then its ethical weakness was seen.  

Yet though the form has gone, the spirit remains, and as if it were glad of its freedom from formulae 

and creed it is more active than ever seeking to realise itself.  

Without having to discover it by a process of reasoning we find an active and living human spirit in 

men, which in all men’s hearts however much they have disregarded it in their own lives, is their 

standard of goodness. That spirit is many sided and has its utterance in many different forms of 

activity but its principle is that the part lives in the whole, the individual in humanity. Every reason 

which has been used with effect against the passing system of religion has returned to this, the 

building up of the prevailing mental attitude which is making the retention of the old beliefs 



impossible, looks directly towards the newer religious beliefs and finds hope in them. Our 

sympathetic world and our hope of the future are not now derived from our connection with the All 

Creator to whom all humanity returns and whose thought nature is, but from the oneness of 

humanity in end and interest, the completeness which the individual finds in it, the greatness of its 

past conquests and the foreshadowings of future triumphs which one so readily discovers in it. 

Religion, the system of thought which enables the individual best to develop his own real self in the 

system in which he conceives himself to be placed – does not now point the finger up to a deity, but 

out on a humanity; does not now ask for a creed concerning the ruling of the universe but for a 

relationship with men; discards the tribune of the life and the routine of an established order but 

looks for a life. It will have no dualism in ethics – an ethic of life in this world and an ethic of life in 

the next, no inconsistency between belief and conduct. The religious life is one of service and 

devotion to the highest ideal – a service and devotion not imposed by an arbitrary system of justice 

external to the individual’s own sense of justice, but the natural and necessary outcome of that 

sense of justice itself. The sacrifice of duty, in so far as it is a sacrifice – is not the crucifixion of self to 

that which is not self, but rather the subordining  of that part of self which is transitory, purely 

pertaining to the individual atom and passing with it, whose unbridled exercise whilst it may 

produce a flush of fine flowers yet brings no god fruit; to that other part of self which is permanent, 

which the individual shares with humanity. And which when exercised brings the greatest and 

deepest satisfaction. The strife of duty is an inward strife not an outward. And the end of it all is the 

perfection of humanity. What must I do to be saved? What must I do to realise my ideal? What must 

I do that my life be the fullest possible? What must I do that in the secession of strife between the 

transitory and permanent parts of myself – between the parts that produce the flowers and those 

that produce the fruits – I may have some peace? What must I do that the doing of the highest 

moral good may be an attribute of my character rather than an effort of my will?  

What must I do to be saved?                                                                                                                                        

And what am I am gone? I live assuredly maybe not as a spectator of the works I have done and as 

receiving my reward or punishment as I see their success or failure. But I live nevertheless in other 

men. In the pleasure which we now have in our wider views of life, live the men who thought and 

suffered to give us these wider views. That very fine notion attending the old beliefs that the souls of 

the dead watch over the living attends this too. For the memories we leave behind are our souls and 

these memories guard from evil and lead to good. These memories hover over one as if they were 

not merely states of one’s own feeling but something external – a personality in fact. Can we 

imagine any more potent guardian and inspiration than the memory of Beatrice to Dante? Pass in 

review all the pleasures of a personal existence after death and are they in their sum so much 

powerful incentives to action here than the simple feeling that quiet truthful action may send a flow 

of sunshine and life into another soul. 

A test of the two conceptions of eternal life as incentive to good life now, may be roughly found in 

the power which the one has to drive the other out of the mind. Think for a moment of your heaven 

– each of your ideal heaven, and then imagine a ‘ Ugo Bassi’ spending his life “Wheresoever need 

was bitterest and the heart was pierced the most - - - till from the saved, the succoured, the 

consoled, one voice of blessing clung around his name.’ 

 

Which picture will remain in the mind, methinks the latter. Nor will it be any gain for you to actually 

see it. You can see it now. The firmness of your conviction, the purity of your mind make it 

unnecessary for you to wait until it actually takes place before you enjoy it. It is ever present with 

you, it is no conception of your own supreme holiness. It is simply the ideal which the new religion 



bid you work for. You can see it without ever thinking of yourself. It is contained in your spiritual 

field of vision and you are, if I may so express myself, unconsciously conscious of it whilst you are 

busy with the most trivial object lying in that field. This is eternal life – the living after death; and 

with no more positive belief than this, we can say with Socrates: “Then it seems, when death attacks 

a man, his mortal part dies, but his immortal part retreats before death, and goes away safe and 

indestructible”. Our life does not finish at death. We hand it on to others who use it and are guided 

by it. 

This is a belief that does not satisfy, it may be said. But that is not because of its lack of richness, 

rather because we have been accustomed to riches of another kind. I know people who prefer by 

custom a one pound note – the symbol – to a sovereign – the reality. So with our own religious 

belief. We have false notions of the world and its life. We have been looking at symbols and images. 

Now that we are driven to the spirit itself and have been compelled to strip it of its coverings and ask 

it its real meaning we are disappointed. It seems cold and narrow. But the man who has stood on 

the top of one mountain looking across to the hills on the horizon glad of the sublime ethereal blue 

of the distance, turns his eye to the valley at his feet and can see but little beauty in its variety of 

colour and patches of light. As he descends among the fields and woods, and hears the murmuring 

of the waters, the rustling of the leaves, the singing of the birds then does he feel the beauty that 

was held from him then does his pleasure in the indefinite expanse become less keen. The living 

pulses in the near at hand are always more pleasure giving than the forms with which the mind 

peoples the far distance.  Spiritually we have been living on the mountains, we are now descending 

to the valleys. We have been searching for beauty in the heavens, we are now turning to find it at 

our feet. 

It is an unusual sensation this searching for greatness in small things, and we have to pause often 

and we ask each other if all is well. Perhaps we feel the want of these mighty swells of pulse which 

the gorgeous dreams of heavens immense voluptuousness once sent through us, and we are apt to 

confess that our faith is weak in that evangelising potency which Paul found and so effectively used 

in spreading the Christian faith. 

But we too may consider how we can escape if we neglect our salvation. We are only just beginning 

to feel the darkness and poverty through which humanity is passing, and to see far ahead the flow of 

the day which is to dawn upon it. But having seen that flow we are no longer content. The 

surrounding darkness becomes darker, the poverty becomes deeper, and our being protests to its 

core; and not only protests but busies itself to hasten towards the light. We know that if we consent 

to let things quietly rest it is at the loss of those feelings which we know are the voices of our best 

nature, that if we turn into the darkness and elect to live in it that we lose our moral vision. In this 

way we may be happy, we may have peace. 

“The peace that flows by Lethe, scentless flowers there in white langours to decline and cease”. It is 

the peace of death. On the other hand if we strive as our highest moral perception bids us to that 

“flush of rose on peaks of divine” it may be and arduous and severe task, but a task nevertheless 

which is unwearying – a task which brings its rewards in the doing of it. As spectators it may seem to 

us thankless and disappointing, as actors we find its peace – “a peace whose names are rapture, 

power, clear sight and love”. It is the resolution of our highest ideals in the work which every day ills 

suggest, and if these ideals are to remain clear and life giving in our minds, we must follow them in 

action. This is how we may escape if we neglect our great salvation. We must join the faithless, we 

must live in darkness, we must kill every aspiration for food that we now cherish, we must worship 

every idol of selfishness and greed which has ever been erected, we must withdraw ourselves from 

the life of humanity – never failing its larger pleasures, never sharing its wider hopes, and when we 



have lived we must be content to pass without having helped to make life any better than we found 

it and without a genuine feeling of regret or memory of kindness following us. This very spirit of 

humanity in us, upon which our new faith is based is that by which we hold to secure us in our place 

in the race and to which we must cling if we are to mount higher. Loosen hold of it and we relapse to 

the “depth from which we sprung”. It is the gain of human experience; refuse to follow it and for us 

humanity need not have lived. 

This then is our faith, this why we cling to it, this why we must propagate it. We look out upon a 

landscape after rain. Part of it is masked by rising vapours, part exaggerated by atmospheric 

conditions. We have to study its true proportions ourselves and we have to show others its beauties. 

And our methods, you ask? Our methods are the methods that have always been pursued by men to 

whom there has come a widening of the spiritual horizon. We appeal neither to the law nor the 

prophets – nor did they. We simply ask men to look, assured they will see the aspect beautiful, to 

do, knowing that thus they will have happiness. 

It even may be that in addition to all this there is something awaiting us akin to the hopes of the 

Christian. For “not that were disloyal to the high; But loyal to the low, and cognisant; of the less 

scrutable majesties” But he who will best live through these new conditions is he who thinks least of 

them here. They can only be the reward of living this life for the sake of this life itself. They cannot 

be won by merely praying and fasting. Our hearts tell us that, and though our hearts may sometimes 

tell us half-truths, they never tell us lies. Wherefore may we say, having cast ourselves adrift from so 

much that once seemed so essential to any hope in the world, any perception of its beauty, any 

pleasure in its life, as the old Athenian said “Let a man be of good cheer about his soul, who has cast 

away the pleasures and ornaments of the body as alien to him and hurtful rather in their effects, and 

has followed after the pleasures of knowledge in this life, who has arrayed the soul in her own 

proper jewels which are temperance and justice and courage and nobility and truth. Thus adorned 

she is ready to go on her journey to the world below whenever the hour comes.”             
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